Activity Prompt 1:

Write down an idea/goal that you have to make your school or community more sustainable. It can be something new that you learned from the workshops today, or it can be something that you’ve already started.
Activity Prompt 2:

Take some post-it notes and a pen and go around the room and look at what people have written as their idea/goal. If you have experience with something someone wrote down, comment on it, sharing a tip, resource, or website that you think might be helpful.
MEET THE PANELISTS:

● Ananya
● Anara
● Arpitha
● Alex
Making wishes for the environment today with the @suffernhs @suffern_eac students.
MISSION STATEMENT

We are a coalition of student leaders who work towards environmental action. We encourage students to expand the scope of their action beyond their schools and into their larger communities. We will take action for climate solutions by sharing ideas, resources, and experiences in order to achieve a standard of school and community sustainability.
Some Project Descriptions in Our Toolkit:

- Solar charging stations
- Reusable Trays
- Hydroponics
- Gardening and Composting
- Styrofoam-Free Movement
- Hosting/ Presenting Climate Summits
- Working with Authority Figures
- Working with Government Officials
- Drawdown Challenge
- Working with Libraries
- Climate Smart Communities
- Grant Writing
How to Contact and other Logistics

Sign up online on our Google Form: tiny.cc/studentclimatecoalition

Student Climate Coalition Email: studentclimatecoalition@gmail.com

Student Climate Coalition Facebook Group: studentclimatecoalition

Student Climate Coalition Instagram: @student.climate.coalition

Website coming soon!

- Conference Calls: Monthly, usually last an hour long
- May break into regional group calls
- Will have skill workshop sessions
- Group calls are based off of member interests
- Member ideas, suggestions, action plans, involvement, and organization are greatly welcomed and encouraged